Let Ü be a bounded symmetric (Cartan) domain with its Harish-Chandra realization in C n [T]. 
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Let Ü be a bounded symmetric (Cartan) domain with its Harish-Chandra realization in C n [T] . For dv the usual Euclidean volume measure on C n = R 2n , normalized so that v(Q) = 1, we consider the Hubert space of squareintegrable complex-valued functions L 2 = L 2 (Q,dv) [H, p. 56] . By definition [K, p. 45] , f3 is the "integrated form" of the infinitesimal metric It is not hard to check, using the completeness of /?, that Osc^(/) is also a continuous function of z. We say ƒ is of bounded oscillation (ƒ € BO(Q)) if Osc^(/) is in BC(H) (as a function of z). We say ƒ is of vanishing oscillation at dQ (ƒ G VOa(fi)) if Osc^/) is in C a (H) (as a function of z) (cf. [BCZ] ). For ƒ in L 2 , the quantity
MO(/,z) = (|/| 2 TO-|/>)| 2 is a continuous function on Q. We say ƒ is of bounded mean oscillation on Ü (ƒ € BMO(H)) if MO(/, •) is in BC(Q). We say ƒ has vanishing mean oscillation at dû (ƒ G VMOa(H)) if MO(/, •) is in C d (Q).
We also have a more geometric notion of mean oscillation. Let \E(z, r)\ = v(E(z, r)). For fixed r > 0 and ƒ in L 2 , the quantities 
Clearly, J C BMO(Q) and I C VMO a (Q (ii) /GBMO(H). We also have a corresponding extension of the main result of [BCZ] :
2 , the following are equivalent:
Moreover, ƒ es m VOa(Q) and f -f is in I whenever any of (i)-(v) hold. For x in C n and z in H we define n n For ƒ in H 2 and 2 in Q we have the analytic gradient
*•'-(&"•£<"•••••&<'>)
and we can define, as in [T] , We also use a recent result of [FK] and some estimates from [BCZ] . Proofs will appear elsewhere.
It should be recalled that, as z -• dQ,
The point of Theorem E is that, for bounded symmetric domains Q, /?(0, z) does not blow up too badly near dQ. REMARK. The function /?((),•) is the prototype of BO(Q). Using the invariance of the metric /?(•,•) under automorphisms of Q and Theorem E, it is easy to check that /?(0, •) is in BMO(n). The function exp{i/?(0, -) 1/2 } is m VMOa (H) , as noted in [BCZ] .
The measure dv(z) may be replaced by Harish-Chandra measures of the form CtK (z, z) 1 dv(z) with t < to{Q) and Theorems A and B remain true. We conjecture that Theorems A and B hold, with different proofs, for domains considerably more general than the bounded symmetric (Cartan) domains.
